
Report of Goals for Peace Bucaramanga Implementing Atletismo Por 

La Paz – Feb 2014 

Background 

Goals for Peace Bucaramanga is a sport for 

peace development project formed in October 

2012 in the city of Bucaramanga, Colombia. In 

December 2013 the foundation was invited to 

training by the Peace and Sport Foundation. This 

involved learning how to implement a 

programme called Atletismo por La Paz. The 

programme teaches how to use recycled objects 

to create a circuit of activities based on the core 

athletic disciplines of running, jumping and 

throwing. There is a simple scoring system so 

that teams of children can compete against one another across the different activities in the circuit. 

Preparation 

We introduced the children to the programme 

on the 25th of January 2014, and asked them to 

bring some recyclable materials with them the 

following week, large plastic bottles, cardboard, 

anything useful. The following week there four 

large sacks full of bottles and piles of cardboard 

and many other useful items. We provided 

paints, string, masking tape and scissors to make 

and decorate the equipment. We began be 

picking six activities then divided the children 

into groups to build the hurdles, cones and 

javelins which each activity required. It took a few weeks to make everything we needed. One nice 

piece of design was the use of three large egg trays and a piece of string to create hurdles, an 

incredibly ingenious solution thought up by the children independently.  

Implementation 

On February the 22nd of February we had the first day of 

physical activities. At the start there were around 25 children 

(less than usual) so we decided to do four activities with one 

of the older children responsible for each station. We had 

planned to have two children for each station but it worked 

fine with one. The rest of the children were divided into four 

teams of around five per team. We had four volunteers to 

captain each team, Erika from Bucaramanga was captain of 

“The Flash” Stefan from Germany was captain of “Fire”, 

Victoria from Bucaramanga was captain of “Blue Panthers” 

and Jenni from Finland was captain of “Golden Eagles”. 



We took some coloured fabric to identify the teams and while they cut out arm bands and bandanas 

we explained the scoring system to the four leaders of the stations. The activities we did were: 

1) Pole Vault – run by Dayver 11 years 

2) Formula 1 – run by Steven 14 years 

3) Throwing from kneeling – run by Edward 14 years 

4) Javelin – run by Ruben – 23 years 

One of the great things about this event is its 

flexibility. Teams can be of mixed ability and even 

of mixed numbers (as long as the scorer is 

aware). Also we had some children arrive late, by 

the time we began the activities there were eight 

in each team. This is no problem because you can 

simply keep adding members to each team one 

by one. 

 

 

Top Tips 

For anyone wishing to implement the programme here are some of the things we found useful 

1) On the final score board write as much 

information as possible, it will help 

you keep track of the scoring. For each 

team have their name, colour and the 

name of the team captain. For each 

activity have the name of the activity 

and the name of the people in charge 

of that activity. 

2) The coloured fabric to identify the 

teams worked really well. It gave the 

team some bonding time as they cut 

the fabric and it was visually helpful to keep the teams organised. 

3) The throwing and jumping events usually take longer than the running events, partly 

because children should get a practice turn with the throws and jumps. Thus either make the 

running events a decent length or do more than one lap to avoid having groups waiting 

around too long between events.  

Summary 

The children really enjoyed the day; the winning team were jumping for joy at the end and the rest 

of the groups all had fun participating. We normally divide the children for football training so it was 

especially nice to see around 40 kids of different ages competing at the same time in a fun relaxed 

manor. The event ran from 9am to 12pm with bananas and mandarins for refreshments.  



The children have really connected with the 

programme, one of the reasons being that they 

found all the material themselves, which was 

essentially rubbish, then transformed is into 

sporting equipment. We now have a good base 

of equipment and intend to make more to 

complement what we have and to try new 

events. It feels like the more we repeat the 

events the more the children will enjoy and 

understand them.  

 

We would like to thank “Peace and Sport” and everyone involved in the Atletismo Por La Paz 

programme especially David Gouju and Oscar Montenegro for giving Goals for Peace Bucaramanga 

the opportunity to be involved. 

 

 

Milo Butterick  Tim Woodhouse Willington Ortiz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


